
USING THE MICROPHONE
Before setting up the completed unit for trial one

most important point must be noted. The amplifier
will not function until the contact adhesive used to
attach it to the sub-frame is completely dry. The
prototype produced a terrifying rumbling noise caused
by leakage through the damp glue from the supply line

to the high impedance input, and had to be left over-
night for the noise to subside.

The specified insert is "pressure operated" and there-
fore non-directional over most of the frequency range.
At higher frequencies however, it has a greater
sensitivity to sounds arriving directly on axis, which can
be useful in balancing the "presence" of individual
voices or instruments.

Average male speech at a distance of 12in from the
microphone produces a peak level of about 70mV at the
amplifier output, and at 3ft an upright piano (played
forte) produces 400mV, so that normally the micro-
phone will be used in the line, or radio, socket of a
recorder or amplifier.

Fig. 4 shows a simple attenuator to prevent over-
loading the first stage of tape recorders having only a
microphone socket. Without the attenuator, the
output is sufficient to feed a simple passive mixer.
Although the output impedance of the microphone is

effectively 2 kilohms so far as immunity to electro-
static hum pick-up on the line is concerned, it should
not be operated Into a load of much less than 5 kilohms.
Doing so will cause distortion on peaks and bass loss

through C2.
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Fig. 4. An attenuator to prevent overloading of recorders
that have only a low-level microphone socket. With
Rb = 2 7k Q, Ra should be around 22;cQ for valve recorders
and 220kQ for transistor models. Components should be
at the recorder end of the microphone output cable, and
can probably be mounted inside the plug

PERFORMANCE DETAILS
Judged subjectively the microphone has a most

satisfactory performance, with a noise level far lower
than could be achieved with the same insert feeding a
typical valve pre-amplifier. The maker's literature for
the 39/1 insert quotes a frequency response flat from
40Hz to 15,000Hz, with a broad peak of 5dB at about
8-5kHz. Played through wide-range equipment, the
peak is noticeable as a slightly metallic quality on
orchestral instruments, but this is the only clue to the
"economy" nature of the device.

The battery should last at least six months, used for an
hour every day or for eight hours each weekend.
Expressed another way, 3s worth of energy will allow
recording of 120 7in reels of l.p. tape at 7iin/sec.
The complete transistor microphone with battery and
flex costs less than £2 10s.
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UNLIMITED!
A selection of readers' suggested circuits. It should be emphasised that
these designs have not been proven by us. They will at any race stimulate
further thought.

This is YOUR page and any idea published will be awarded payment accord-
ing to its merit.

PHASE SPEAKER

After reading the article in Practical Electronics
on Musical Phase, September issue, I thought my

method of making phased recordings may be of
interest.

The signal to be phased is amplified in the normal
way, but the output is fed into an extension speaker
with the microphone of a tape Tecorder mounted as

shown in the diagram below.
With the selected

programme play-

ing and the tape
recorder on record
the speaker and
microphone are

moved towards
and away from a
sound reflecting

surface.

When the
speakerand micro-
phone are one foot

away from a wall

the microphone
picks up sound
from the speaker
only. But when the two are moved closer to the wall,

sound reflected off the wall, which is out of phase, is

also picked up.
The only problem with this system is that the record-

ing level on the tape recorder has to be decreased as the

gap between the wall and speaker/microphone
diminishes.
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